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Introduction
There exists a unique type of technological
accidents triggered by natural hazards called
Natechs1,2. Natech accidents are accompanied by
chemical releases which can cause long-term effects
on human health and the environment1 and result in
significant economic losses.3 In recent years, more
and more researchers have focused on these kinds of
accidents4–7. Many kinds of natural hazards can lead
to Natechs. In particular, this study focuses on tropical
storm induced Natechs (TSNatech).
Tropical storms in the Atlantic Ocean are called
hurricanes. Hurricanes can impact industrial facilities,
causing hazardous materials releases exacerbating the
impacts of hurricanes on people and property12.
Several researchers have noted that the dramatic rise
in terms of intensity, size, duration, and frequency of
hurricanes around the Atlantic Ocean since the early
1980s can be attributed to climate change 8–11. The
need to investigate the effects of climate change on
the incidence of Natechs has been highlighted13.
Analyzing spatial-temporal variation of TSNatech can
be used to describe whether climate change has had an
effect on the occurrence of Natechs or not, and how it
works. That can make large contributions to Natech
prevention and risk reduction. For the study, we select
the United States (US) as a case study area (Fig. 1) to
analyze the spatial-temporal variation of TSNatech
from 1990 to 2017.

Fig. 1. Study area

Martials and methodology
This study is focused on the TSNatechs that
happened in fixed facilities and oil drill platforms. The
National Response Center (NRC) data were used to
extract TSNatechs based on SINIF, which is a deep
learning
method-based
Natech
identification
framework14. Finally, 7,552 TSNatech reports located
in the study area were extracted from the NRC
database. Meanwhile, the methodology shown in Fig 2
was employed to analyze the spatial-temporal
variation of TSNatech. The retrieved TSNatech
reports data were organized as annual and monthly
sequential data. The Mann-Kendall Trend Test (MKT

Test) method was used to find the global trend of
annual data; and the Breaks for Additive Season and
Trend (BfAST) method was used to analyze the
monthly data to find the breakpoints. Then, the
Wavelet Analysis15 method was used to analyze the
periodic characteristic of the monthly data. Finally, the
area change intensity analysis method was used to
find the spatial variation of the TSNatech.

Fig. 2. Methodology

Results
The p-value (2.22e-16) of the MKT test shows
that there is a significant increasing trend on
TSNatech in the US from 1990 to 2017. The results of
the BfAST test showed an increasing trend first but
broken at the point of June 2005 and continued by a
decreasing trend after that. However, the lowest point
of the decreasing curve is over the highest point of the
increase curve. Based on the above-observed results,
we can get the conclusion that the trend of monthly
TSNatech data increased with one breakpoint, which
is the same as the conclusion of the MKT test. The
results of the wavelet analysis showed there are two
return periods passed the 0.75 level significant test on
the scales 0.5 and 1, especially, the one on scale 0.5
also passed the 0.95 level significant test. But the
intensity of the periodic is not so strong before June
2005. The results of intensity analysis showed that the
frequency and density of TSNatech increased
Discussions
Through analyzing the results, we considered that
there will be three effect factors in this study: 1)
changes to regulations, laws and reporting forms; 2)
the spatial-temporal variation of facilities and
platforms; and 3) the variation of tropical storms. In
Fig. 3, the time series data of facilities, platforms, all
incident reports, and all Natech reports in the NRC
database, and TSNatech reports were compared. The
increasing trend on the number of TSNatech and all
Natech reports, with the decreasing trend on the
number of facilities, platforms, and all incident reports,
as well as the different details on each time point, can
be clearly observed. Furthermore, the moving track of
the mean centers of facilities, platforms, and

TSNatech were analyzed. The results show that the
moving tracks are quite different from each other. All
the above observations mean that the change of
regulations, laws, reporting forms and the
spatial-temporal variation of facilities and platforms
have a weak contribution on the temporal variation of
TSNatech. In summary, the variation of tropical
storms could be the major factor resulting in the
spatial-temporal variation of TSNatech. In the study of
Sengul et al.12 there was a similar trend regarding
TSNatechs. According to the historical hurricane data
from NOAA, since 2005, there were several major
hurricanes affecting the United States. This can help
explain the occurrence of the spatial-temporal
variation of TSNatech.

(passed the 0.95 level of significant test) and 1 scale
(passed the 0.75 level of significant test). From the
view of spatial variation, the density and frequency of
TSNatech were increasing. By using a statistical,
spatial, and cross wavelet analysis, we found that the
spatial-temporal variation of TSNatechs could be
attributed to climate change. The changing climate
will affect the occurrence of TSNatechs by causing
stronger tropical storms. The results of this study
show to the managers of chemical industries and oil
industries that they should pay more attention on the
TSNatech risk under the changing climate. Although
this study analyzed the increasing number of
TSNatech during 1990 to 2017 in the US is probable
attributed to climate change, whether climate change
will effect on the conditional probability of TSNatech
or not is still unclear. We believe more work on that
sense need to be done, in the future.
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Conclusions
In this study, we used the MKT method, BfAST
method, and Wavelet Analysis method to analyze the
temporal variance of TSNatechs in the US during the
period of 1990 to 2017. The results show that the
TSNatechs have an increasing trend on annual data
and an increasing-decreasing order trend with one
breakpoint from a monthly scale view. Meanwhile,
there are two significant return periods on 0.5 scale
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